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10D Beautiful Jiangxi Wuyuan Mt. Lushan
Longhushan Mt.Sanqingshan Mt.JinggangshanTour
TOUR CODE：KHN10B
Highlights
Wuyuan: the Most Beautiful Countryside in China, Jiangling Village, Rainbow Bridge, Likeng
Village
Lushan: Flower path, Xianrendong (Fairy Cave), Jinxiu Valley, Hanbokou
Jingdezhen: Ceramic History Museum, Porcelain Street
Mt. Sanqing: Yujing peak, Yuxu peak, Yuhua peak
Yingtan: Mt.Longhu (Dragon & Tiger Mountain), Tianshifu, Xuanguan (Hoisting up the coffin to
the cliff-graveyard) performance
Day 1 Singapore

Nanchang (Meal on Board, Dinner)

Assemble at Changi Airport for your flight to Nanchang via Guangzhou or Xiamen. Nanchang – the capital of the Jiangxi
province. Upon arrival, meet with our local representative and proceed for your dinner.

Day 2 Nangchang / Lushan (B/L/D)
After breakfast,we will coach to Mt Lushan. The famous places of interest include Flower path, Cottage of Bai Juyi,
Xianrendong (Fairy Cave), Jinxiu Valley, Pavilion of the Imperial Stele.

Day 3 Lushan/Jiujiang (B/L/D)
This morning continue our sightseeing in Lushan and visit Hanbokoul. Thereafter depart for Jingdezhen, which are of
great value, but also ancient ceramic workshops. We can learn the whole process of how ceramics were produced in the
ancient times and also have a go at making ceramics on our own. Next, take a stroll at the Porcelain Street that has been
in existence in late Ming dynasty.

Day 4 Jiujiang/Jingdezhen/Leping

(B/L/D)

After breakfast, we coach to Jingdezhen, the city of porcelain-ware. In Jingdezhen, visit Jingdezhen Ceramic History
Museum; it’s not only ceramic artworks from different dynasties. We can learn the whole process of how ceramics were
produced in the ancient times and also have a go at making ceramics on our own. Next, take a stroll at the Porcelain
Street that has been in existence in late Ming dynasty. After then, transfer to Leping.

Day 5 Leping/Wuyuan/Mt.Sanqingshan (B/L/D)
Thia morning,we will take a visit to Wuyuan .It is honoured as the "the Most Beautiful Countryside in China" by the media
at home and abroad. The Hui-style ancient Buildings with pink walls and black tiles, which are faintly visible amid the
green hills and blue waters, make up a picturesque landscape depicting the symbiosis of man and nature. Today we will
take a visit to Yu’s Ancestral Hall in Wangkou Village, Rainbow Bridge, Likeng Village, Ming & Qing’s architecture in Xiaoli
Village.Afterthat coach to Mt.Sanqingshan.

Day 6 Mt.Sanqingshan/Yingtan (B/L/D)
Today we will go to Mt. Sanqing. Sanqing Mountain is a renowned Taoist Mountain located 50 miles north from Yushan,
Jiangxi Province of the China with outstanding scenery. It means 'three distinct' in Mandarin as the Sanqing Mountain is
made up of three main summits: the "Yujing Mountain", "Yuxu Mountain" and "Yuhua Mountain". Amongst the three hills,
the Yujing peak (1817 meters above sea level) is the highest. The San Qing Mountain had been classified as a national
park. It is a famous honeypot in mainland China as well as a shelter for animals and plants. It contains about 1000
species of flora and 800 types of fauna. The total area of the San Qing Mountain is 2200 km². It was listed as a UNESCO
World Heritage Site in 2008.

Day 7 Yingtan/Longhushan/Nanchang (B/L/D)
After breakfast, take bus to visit Mt. Longhu (Dragon & Tiger Mountain). There are about 108 scenic attractions around
the mountain, which include waterfalls, springs, lakes and queer rocks through the Longhu scenic area. Proceed to
Tianshifu, the mansion of deity, which is a group of palace-like buildings, which used to be historically, the residence of
Tianshi. Take a boat on the Luxi River and amazed the “Xuanguan” (Hoisting up the coffin to the cliff-graveyard)
performance. Thereafter, we will coach back to Nanchang.Uppon arrival, visit Tengwangge Pavilion, its named after a
high-ranking local official of the Tang Dynasty and also so impressive due to a well-known prose - "Preface to Tengwang
Pavilion" by Wangbo, with the spread of this prose, Tengwang Pavilion became proverbial.

Day 8 Nanchang/Jinggangshan (B/L/D)
Proceed to visit Tengwangge Pavilion which firstly constructed in 653AD is one of three most well-known pavilions in
South China.Next coach to Mt. Jinggangshan. This mountain has great significance in the annals of modern
Chinese history for it was here that important events during the Chinese revolution took place.Upon
arrival,visit Huangyang Jie. Huangyang Jie is one of the five famous sentries. The well-known Defence of
Huangyang Jie happened here and Mao Zedong's poem-Xijiang Moon was written to commemorate it. The
monument to the Defence of Huangyang Jie is made up of an upright stele and a transverse stele, on
which are carved the inscriptions of Mao Zedong and Zhu De. After that, visit The old residences of the
Red Army leaders remain here and many stories about the revolutionary period have come down to us.

Day 9 Jinggangshan/Nanchang (B/L/D)
After breakfast,proceed to visit Dujuanshan(Mt. Bijia).It is famed for the steep peaks, unique rocks, old pines,
sea of clouds, sunrise and the 5 kilometers (about 3.1 miles) patch of rhododendrons-the flower of Mt.
Jinggang City. The blooming rhododendrons here can be called a wonder, every March or April thronged
people came here to take photos for the beautiful natural sight.

Day 10 Nanchang

Singapore (B)

After breakfast, enjoy your free time in Nanchang until send to airport for your domestic flight follow by International flight
back to Singapore.

Remark:
Optional Tour: Shizhongshan(stone bell hill)+Massage=RMB350 Per Person
Prices do not include airport taxes and application of VISA fees.
All rates are subject to limited availability and are subject to change without notice.
Peak season charges and all other relevant surcharges are not included.
Should there be an event of any discrepancies, prices at our retail counters will be taken as the final confirmation.

